io	Educational Theories.
The one was the basis of true wisdom and morality, the
other the instrument of general laxity and corruption.
It would be difficult for the most ardent defender of
classics to condemn in stronger language the shallowness
and superficiality of ' modern sides.' The influence of
music was developed still further by the practice of
singing and dancing.
Bearing in mind these general principles of Greek
education, it will be more easy for us to follow the train-
ing which Plato prescribes for his ideal State. Accord-
ing to him education is nurture (rfoo^ij). It is very
powerful, it can determine whether a nature shall be
wild and malevolent, or rich with benefits to mankind.
But it includes not merely instruction or training, but all
the influences which are brought to bear upon the soul."
We must approach the problem with a psychological
analysis. The soul is made up of three parts : i, the
appetite (cTritfvju ia), which is wild but capable of being
tamed ; 2, the spirit (dvp.6g\ the element of courage,
which may be enlisted on the side either of good or«evil;
3, the philosophic element (vove), the source of gentle-
ness, of sociability, of love, of «refitfement, of culture, and
of wisdom.- Now the duty of education is to control the
appetite, and so to balance the other elements of the
soul that each may tend to the perfection of the other.
If the philosophic side of the soul is too much en-
couraged its gentleness may become effeminacy, its
sensitiveness irritability, its simple love be changed into.
feverish desire. On the other hand the exaggerated
practice of athletics will swallow up the intellect, courage
will become brutality, and high spirit insolence. The
business of education is to reconcile these ^two elements
in harmonious proportion.
Plato finds in the State the same elements that he dis-

